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Diyotta 4.0 
 

Key Benefits  
Diyotta 4.0 is the benchmark for 

modern data integration: 

• Modernize without sacrificing 

enterprise standards 

• Manage data across the entire 

emerging data landscape 

• Scale up and down for dynamic 

business environments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Modernization is Inevitable  

All organizations must modernize their data integration to drive business value 

for customer relations, innovation initiatives, operational excellence, risk 

mitigation, financial superiority, and process optimization. IT is following the 

business lead to overcome challenges with technology adoption, resource 

allocation, rapid evolution and scalability in all aspects of data and analytics.  

Diyotta provides a unique modular architecture that allows for complete 

modernization in a comprehensive enterprise strength solution, enabling 

companies to manage data across the entire emerging data landscape, 

merging traditional platforms with cloud, SaaS, and big data.  

• Make better, faster business decisions 

• Shorten time to value to enable competitive advantage 

• Drive critical revenue and risk objectives 

 

Diyotta 4.0 Features  

Highly intuitive and interactive visual interface 

Data integration across diverse platforms is complex. Diyotta brilliantly hides 

the complexities from the user by providing a simple, drag and drop interface. 

This allows the user to interactively develop data flows without having any 

knowledge of the underlying platform, streamlining the development process 

and dramatically improving the time to value. 

Point click and be done. Design and test all data flows in a single, modern 

visual interface. During the design process, developers can work together to 

simulate data flows to see how the process is working. Validate on the fly and 

make corrections along the way.

 

 

Rapid design architecture 

Create value in record time. Instantly develop new data flows and implement new data architectures with Diyotta’s rapid 

design architecture. Perfect for offloading data into Hadoop or for processing in Spark. Offline design speeds 
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development time and inline data access allows developers to test their design along the way.  Operational metadata 

combined with deep platform integration accelerates time to value. 

Diyotta reduces the development effort by up to 80% and delivers the highest degree of reuse of any modern data 

integration platform, especially for migrations and redeployments.  

Fully-connected data fabric 

Blend and bind data with real time data integration. Weave all your platforms into a data fabric where data moves freely in 

all directions, from platform to platform in the most efficient and reliable way possible. Only Diyotta enables fully 

integrated, high-speed, multi-directional data 

management for the emerging data landscape.  

Data access for the entire emerging data 

landscape 

Modern data powers the digital world. From 

modern data platforms like Hadoop and 

Snowflake to traditional platforms like Oracle, 

IBM and Teradata, bring almost every kind of 

data into your data lake or data fabric. From 

design to decision all data is handled centrally 

and in precisely the same way. Whether your 

data is on the desktop, in the cloud, on 

premise, or around the world, Diyotta connects 

them all.  

Diyotta brings new data and old data together 

in the most eloquent way.  

Cross-platform leverage 

Design data flows to fully leverage existing and 

emerging platforms, like Hadoop, Apache 

Spark and Snowflake™, with native processing. 

With native functions from all platforms 

accessible while creating the dataflows, 

designers do not have to be platform experts. 

Diyotta generates native instructions which are pushed down to the processing platform in the most optimized manner.  

Diyotta delivers true pushdown processing with optimized processing instructions for each platform.  

 

 

 

Enterprise-wide data flow management 

Think in terms of your business, not just your data. Diyotta allows you to easily create data flows without having to 

understand or speak the language of the underlying platforms. Every data engineer can manage, monitor and optimize 

data flows and user groups from a unified management console. A single resource can manage hundreds of data flows 

and users.  
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Diyotta scales management capabilities in unison with the growth of the volume, complexity and dynamics of enterprise 

data flows.   

Stream data processing 

Data-in-motion is the new frontier. Diyotta brings all the strength of enterprise data integration to real time. By combining 

historical intelligence with data-in-motion, businesses can respond to event opportunities with deep analytics. Simple 

conversion of data streams into dataflows allows you to harvest the most vital high-speed data points with ease. 

Only Diyotta combines stream data processing with enterprise-grade integration capabilities and connects data streams 

with all other enterprise data in a single platform.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agent-based processing 

Data is everywhere. Diyotta’s lightweight agents take native processing to where the data lives and dynamic workload 

management across the entire emerging data landscape—in the cloud, on-premise, or in hybrid. Diyotta’s agents are 

highly functional, modular, scalable, secure, replicable, and reusable.  

Point-to-Point data movement 

Push and pull data anywhere in the enterprise or beyond. Because Diyotta agents are both lightweight and highly 

functional, administrators can guarantee enterprise class data movement. Diyotta is the only modern data integration 
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platform with built in workload optimization, native connectivity, security, performance, governance, compression, and 

validation for all point-to-point movement of data. Your data is safe with AES 128 and 256-bit encryption and data 

masking at the source.  

Enterprise Class elasticity 

Quickly scale up and down to manage every dimension of change including data volume, data speed, increased 

complexity, new platforms, data flows, new locations, new geographies, and new cloud initiatives.  

Diyotta’s unique agent-based, modular architecture supports the broadest set of organizational and technical dynamics.  

High-speed data transformations 

Move and manage data at unprecedented speeds with Diyotta’s unique combination of built-in compression, parallel data 

flows, stream processing, point-to-point data movement, and native platform optimization. Drag and drop native functions 

from all platforms to speed up the development lifecycle and shorten time to value.  

Modern Technical Architecture 

Diyotta was built for maximum performance, superior adaptability, and a minimal footprint—a perfect fit for any modern 

data architecture. Companies deploying on premises, in the cloud or in SaaS applications will accelerate business value 

and be ready for the next decade and beyond. For technical specifications, please contact Diyotta.  

 

To jump start your move to modern data integration, call or email Diyotta for a free demo or free trial:  

+1 888-365-4230, info@diyotta.com. Or register at www.diyotta.com/contactus.  
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